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Protein Domain Movements: Detection
of Rigid Domains and Visualization of Hinges
in Comparisons of Atomic Coordinates
Willy Wriggers and Klaus Schulten*
Department of Physics and Beckman Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois

ABSTRACT The activity of many proteins
induces conformational transitions by hinge-
bending, which involves the movement of rela-
tively rigid parts of a protein about flexible
joints. We present an algorithm to identify and
visualize the movements of rigid domains about
common hinges in proteins. In comparing two
structures, the method partitions a protein
into domains of preserved geometry. The do-
mains are extracted by an adaptive selection
procedure using least-squares fitting. The user
can maintain the spatial connectivity of the
domains and filter significant structural differ-
ences (domain movements) from noise in the
compared sets of atomic coordinates. The algo-
rithm subsequently characterizes the relative
movements of the found domains by effective
rotation axes (hinges). The method is applied
to several known instances of domain move-
ments in protein structures, namely, in lactofer-
rin, hexokinase, actin, the extracellular do-
mains of human tissue factor, and the receptor
of human growth factor. The results are visual-
ized with the molecular graphics package VMD
(Humphrey et al., J. Mol. Graphics 14(1):33–38,
1996). Applications of the algorithm to the
analysis of conformational changes in proteins
and to biomolecular docking are discussed.
Proteins 29:1–14, 1997. r 1997 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Proteins are empowered by their intrinsic flexibil-
ity to a wide spectrum of biochemical function in
catalysis, regulation, protein assembly, and cell mo-
tility. Advancing from the premise that the function
of proteins, which is controlled by physiologic agents,
is associated with the spatial arrangement of struc-

tural elements, researchers have addressed aspects
of protein architecture and domain movements for
many years.1 A number of recent studies demon-
strated that many conformational changes in pro-
teins can be characterized schematically as rigid-
body movements of segments of preserved structure
(for an exhaustive review, see ref. 2). Of special
interest, in this respect, are hinge-bending move-
ments, in which rigid domains are connected by
flexible joints that tether the domains and constrain
their movement. Hinge-bending is believed to allow
an induced fit of molecular surfaces in protein assem-
bly and ligand docking.3,4 In a conformational analy-
sis of protein structures, the identification of hinge
axes and their corresponding rotation angles per-
mits a useful representation of protein domain move-
ments.

We have developed the algorithm Hingefind** to
detect effective rotation axes when structures of
identical or related proteins are compared. For a
given pair of protein conformations two tasks arise
in the comparison: (1) extracting the rigid (i.e.,
geometrically similar) domains from the sets of
three-dimensional coordinates; (2) visualizing the
relative movements of the domains identified as
rotations about hinges.

Methods to identify similar substructures in pro-
teins have been applied before in studies of protein
architecture1 and protein evolution.6 Early algo-
rithms were based on a computationally demanding
search in rotational space6,7 or on a comparison of
structural fragments between the structures.8 The

**A documented version of Hingefind can be obtained by
anonymous ftp to ftp.ks.uiuc.edu in the directory pub/hingefind
or on the World Wide Web at URLftp://ftp.ks.uiuc.edu/pub/
hingefind/hingefind.html. The program is currently imple-
mented in X-PLOR5 and VMD script languages. VMD is a free
molecular graphics program (Figs. 10–13), available by anony-
mous ftp to ftp.ks.uiuc.edu in the directory pub/mdscope/vmd.
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performance of rotational search techniques has
since been improved by means of a prescreening of
the structures using the sequence of dihedral angles.9

Another class of comparison methods evolved from
sequence alignment (dynamical programming) meth-
ods,10–13 which proved to be more tolerant of se-
quence insertions and deletions. Yet, other methods
use interatomic distances instead of Cartesian coor-
dinates10,12,14,15 or compare secondary structure ele-
ments.13,16,17 More recently, pattern detection algo-
rithms14,18 have been optimized to search for
geometric fragments in a database.14 Present-day
advancements in structure comparison allow one to
search for similar substructures of a protein in the
entire database of known protein structures.15,19

Given these already existing techniques that permit
a homology-based alignment of protein sequences,
we limit the present study to cases in which for the
substructures sequence alignments in terms of pairs
of corresponding residues are available.

Knowledge of the corresponding residues simpli-
fies the problem of optimal superposition in three
dimensions. Procedures for optimizing the least-
squares superposition of protein domains by exclud-
ing poor fitting residues have been used for a long
time.20 Lesk1 has formulated a sieving routine that
minimizes the rms deviation of a domain by subse-
quent elimination of atoms that lie far apart in the
superposition. A computationally more demanding
method, which uses difference-distance matrices to
identify rigid domains, has recently been introduced
by Nichols et al.22 We will show that these tech-
niques are unsuitable for the intended investigation
of multiple rigid domains and their movements. We
have developed, therefore, a new routine, termed
adaptive selection, which fully partitions a protein
into geometrically preserved domains.

The second task at hand is the identification of
hinge axes. Rigid-body movements of the domains
relative to each other can be determined either by
least-squares superposition23,24 or using the do-
main’s principal axes of inertia.25 Our approach is to
reduce rigid-body transformations to rotations about
effective rotation axes. Such a reduction of the
movement is not possible in general. Proceeding
from the premise that the movement of a domain
relative to a reference domain is constrained by a
tethering joint, we will demonstrate how a hinge axis
can be nevertheless identified.

We begin our study by introducing the implemen-
tation of the algorithm. We then discuss the accuracy
of the hinge-bending movements identified by
Hingefind. Finally, we determine and visualize do-
main movements in structures of lactoferrin, hexoki-
nase, and actin, as well as the extracellular domains
of human tissue factor and of the receptor of human
growth factor.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we address the partitioning method
that extracts the rigid domains by iterative superpo-
sition of the protein structures. We then discuss the
dependence of the domain size on the tolerance e for
coordinate sets perturbed by Gaussian white noise of
standard deviation s. We formulate an equation that
will allow us to estimate the local noise level s in
comparisons of authentic protein structures. Finally,
we introduce a geometric technique to determine the
effective rotation axes of the motions exhibited by
the rigid domains.

Extracting Rigid Domains

We seek to identify rigid domains of preserved
geometry in a comparison of two protein structures.
A measure of geometric similarity should permit a
certain imprecision of the atomic coordinates. For
this purpose, we superimpose a given subset of
atoms using the Kabsch least-squares method,23,24

which is, for a sufficiently large subset, insensitive to
local fluctuations in the position of atoms.

Let xWn8 and yWn (n 5 1, 2, . . . , N) be two given vector
sets (representing atomic coordinates of a protein in
two conformations) and sn the weight corresponding
to each n. We use a reduced representation of the
protein geometry in terms of its Ca atoms that we
consider sufficient for protein structure compari-
sons. For this special case, mass-weighing is not
necessary. The weights sn [ 50, 16 are membership
parameters that describe the selection of a subset of
atoms for superposition. The Kabsch least-squares
method23,24 then fits xWn to yWn, yielding a vector set xWn8,
which minimizes the function S n sn(xW8n 2 yWn)2. The
fitted xW8n is related to xWn by the rigid-body transforma-
tion

xW8n 5 UxWn 1 vW (1)

where U 5 (uij) is an orthogonal matrix and vW 5
Sn sn (xW8n 2 xWn) 5 Sn sn(yWn 2 xWn) connects the centroids
of the selected subsets xWn and xW8n (or yWn). The geomet-
ric conformance of individual atoms with the subset
can be measured by the distance dn between correspond-
ing atoms in the two structures after superposition

dn 5 \xW8n 2 yWn\. (2)

The idea to rank atoms by their geometric conform-
ance with a large part of the protein is the basis of
Lesk’s sieving routine, which eliminates poor match-
ing residues to minimize the rms deviation between
compared protein structures.1,26,27 The Lesk method
allows one to extract a well-fitting substructure in
situations in which only a single preponderant do-
main exists (the rigid core of the protein). However,
the method is unsuitable in situations with multiple
rigid domains: The Lesk algorithm assumes that the
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initial superposition will provide a good measure of
conformance, but there is no a priori knowledge
about the number and orientation of rigid domains.
The measure of conformance depends on the atom
subset chosen for superposition; the Lesk method
may, thus, eliminate atoms that are part of a well-
preserved domain if they happen to match poorly in
the initial superposition.

To solve the multiple domain problem, the atoms
selected for superposition and the measure of con-
formance need to be optimized simultaneously. One
possible way to optimize the selection of atoms was
described in an early version of the sieving method,21

in which superpositions of domains were started at
known well-fitting subsets and, subsequently, ex-
tended to include additional unknown well-fitting
atoms. In the following, we present a new algorithm
that combines and extends features of the existing
sieving methods1,21,26,27 to automatically find rigid
domains without a priori knowledge of suitable
subsets for superposition.

Well-fitting subsets are extracted iteratively in
steps t 5 0, 1, 2, . . . . A search for a new rigid domain
is started by choosing an initial set of membership
parameters, sn(0), representing a localized seed sub-
set of Ca atoms

sn(0) 5 5
1 if \xWn 2 xWl \ , r

0 otherwise
(3)

where l [ 51, 2, . . . , N6 is an atom index and r is the
radius of the initially selected seed subset. We show
in the Performance section that for practical applica-
tions, l can be randomly chosen and a radius r 5 15
Å is suitable for comparisons involving Ca atoms.

The atom composition of this subset, described by
the membership parameters sn(t) (t 5 0, 1, 2, . . .),
will then adapt to superpositions of the structures in
an iterative two-step process:

1. Superimpose the structures using sn(t 2 1) and
compute dn(t 2 1) from Equations 1 and 2.

2. Add new atoms, whose conformance meets a
tolerance e, to the subset; exclude atoms from the
subset that do not meet the tolerance due to
changes in the superposition, i.e., choose

sn(t) 5 5
1 if dn(t 2 1) , e

0 otherwise
. (4)

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate how this adaptive
selection routine has been implemented. The two
steps, Equations 1 and 2, are repeated until the
subset converges (convergence loop, Fig. 1). Once a
rigid domain is found, it is subtracted from the set of
atoms used in the comparison. Searches for rigid
domains are repeated for the remaining atoms until

the protein is completely partitioned into well-fitting
substructures.

Two options are available for the mode of partition-
ing (Fig. 2): ‘‘slow’’ mode partitioning, which main-
tains the spatial connectivity of the changing seg-
ment, and ‘‘fast’’ mode partitioning, which is
significantly faster while sacrificing the connectivity
of the segments.

Effect of Noise and Changing Tolerance

In Figure 3, we illustrate the e-dependence of the
size of the largest found domain (‘‘fast’’ partitioning)
in comparisons of the structure of a protein (lactofer-
rin, 691 amino acid residues) to structures that have
been obtained by adding Gaussian noise of standard
deviation s to each of the atomic coordinates of the
reference structure. Let Dx i

j be the i-th component
(i 5 1, 2, 3) of the noise-related displacement of the
j-th atom from its original position ( j 5 1, . . . , N ).
Assuming a large number of atoms N, the following
formulae for the atom displacements hold by virtue
of the law of large numbers:

1

N o
j51

N

(Dx i
j ) < 0 (i 5 1, 2, 3),

1

N o
j51

N

(Dx i
j )2 < s2 (i 5 1, 2, 3). (5)

The rms difference between the original and the
noisy structure is accordingly (for large N )

rms

5Î1

N o
j51

N

[(Dx 1
j )2 1 (Dx 2

j )2 1 (Dx 3
j )2] < Î3s. (6)

For e : s, the domain orientation will be insensitive
to fluctuations in the atom positions. Given the
Gaussian distribution of atomic displacements, we
can then express the domain size D by the probabil-
ity to find an atom within a sphere of radius e about
its position in the reference structure:

D (e, s) 5
1

(2ps2)3/2 e
0

e
exp 1 2

r2

2s22 4pr2 dr. (7)

Figure 3 shows that the data agree well with Equa-
tion 7 at tolerances above the noise level. For e 9 s,
however, we observe deviations from Equation 7 that
are more pronounced for larger s. This behavior is
caused by local inhomogeneities in the atom posi-
tions. At tolerances below the noise level, the domain
will only consist of few atoms and the least-squares
fit is no longer insensitive to fluctuations in the
positions. Due to the tendency of the domains to
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converge to better-fitting subsets, the size of subsets
(domain size) exhibiting geometric conformance in-
creases above the value given by Equation 7.

We want to formulate an expression that for e 9 s
quantitatively describes how the domain size de-
pends on the tolerance. To find such an empirical
formula, we formally replace the upper integration
limit ‘‘e’’ in Equation 7 by ‘‘e 1 De(e, s).’’ De (e, s)
describes the e-deviation of the data in Fig. 3 from
Equation 7. The following simplifying assumptions
yield an empirical function for De:

1. De depends solely on e and s, not on size and
geometry of the protein.

2. De is proportional to e for a given domain size
(linear response of the deviation); because the
domain size is determined by the fraction e/s (Fig.

3, Equation 7), we expect De/e to be constant for
constant e/s.

3. De/e is (on average) a decreasing function of e/s
(Fig. 3, Equation 7), and De/e vanishes (on aver-
age) for e/s : 1 (deviation vanishes for high
tolerance/noise ratio).

In Figure 4, we have plotted the relative deviation
De/e against e/s. We have used the lactoferrin data
(691 residues) from Figure 3 and have included
similarly obtained data of actin (375 residues). The
data can be fitted to an empirical function De/e 5
exp (23.9e/s). No assertions are made regarding any
analytic origin of this function. However, Figure 4
demonstrates that assumptions 1–3 hold very well
for the two investigated proteins. We thus arrive at
the desired empirical formulation for the domain

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the adaptive selection procedure. The
outer newdomain loop searches for new domains until the protein
is fully partitioned. The inner convergence loop determines a new
domain by adaptive selection superposition. The set store1 con-
tains all a-carbons in the region complementary to the domains
already found and is initially full. The set store2 contains selected
a-carbons of the new domain (sn 5 1, Equation 4) and is initially
empty. A least-squares fit of a small localized seed subset of store1
initializes the convergence loop. In the next step, the distances

between corresponding Ca atoms in the two superimposed struc-
tures are computed (geometric conformance). In ‘‘fast’’ mode
partitioning, all a-carbons that are within e distance will be
assigned to store2. In case of ‘‘slow’’ mode partitioning, the spatial
connectivity of store2 is also maintained (see Fig. 2). The struc-
tures are superimposed by store2. After convergence of the
procedure, the boundary of store2 is updated to include ‘‘border-
line’’ atoms from earlier found domains which conform better with
store2.
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size D(e, s) for small tolerances

D(e, s) 5
1

(2ps2)3/2 e
0

f (e,s)
exp 12 r2

2s22 4pr2 dr,

f (e, s) 5 e(1 1 exp (23.9e/s)). (8)

We will use Equation 8 in the Results section to
estimate the noise level in comparisons of structures
of lactoferrin, hexokinase, actin, and human tissue
factor/human growth hormone receptor.

Locating Effective Rotation Axes

To locate the hinges, we strive to represent the
relative movement of rigid domains as effective
rotations. We assume that rigid domains have been
identified using the adaptive selection procedure
above and that the vector sets xWn and yWn have been
superimposed by a chosen reference domain using
the Kabsch method. The relative movements of any
domain relative to the reference domain can then be
characterized as a rigid body transformation with
rotation matrix U and transformation vector vW (Equa-
tion 1). To express this rigid-body transformation as
a rotation with matrix U8 about a pivot point tW, we
write formally

xW8n 5 U8xWn 2 U8 tW 1 tW. (9)

Comparing Equation 1 and 9, we identify U8 5 U,
which yields a formal solution for the pivot point

tW 5 (1 2 U)21vW. (10)

Unfortunately, the equation cannot be solved in
three dimensions: The orthogonal matrix U has eigen-
value 1 by virtue of Euler’s theorem28 and det(1 2 U) 5
0. Thus, in three dimensions, a rotation about a hinge,
which would retain all the degrees of freedom of a
rigid-body movement, cannot be constructed.

In Figure 5, we introduce an approximation of the
effective rotation in three dimensions that works
well in most practical cases. From the rotation
matrix U (Equation 1), we can extract by standard
linear algebra methods an axis vector rW, which is the
eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1,28 and a
rotation angle a about this axis (Fig. 5). The underly-
ing assumption of the approximation is that the
relative movement of two rigid domains is con-
strained by a flexible joint connecting the domains.
The effective rotation axis, therefore, should be
almost parallel to the plane bisecting the centroid-
connecting vector vW (Fig. 5) (i.e., the helical compo-
nent of the rotation about vW is small). We can project
in good approximation the rotation onto the bisect-
ing plane that yields a new rotation axis rW8 and a
projection angle b between rW and rW8:

rW8 5 rW 21
rW · vW

v2 2 vW, (11)

b 5 cos21 1rW · rW8

rr8 2. (12)

We decompose the rotation about rW into two consecu-
tive rotations about rW8 and vW. The new rotation angle
a8 about rW8 is29,30

a8 5 2 tan21 1cos (b) · tan 1a222. (13)

Using this component of the rotation, one can now
construct the effective rotation axis shifted by a

Fig. 2. Flowchart of spatial connectivity maintenance in ‘‘slow’’
mode partitioning. The compare mass loop cycles through the
a-carbons that meet the tolerance criterion (store3). The grow loop
starts to grow a connected subset starting from a seed atom
(store4). The loop exits when no more neighboring residues in
store3 within a distance d of store4 are found. Then, store2 is
updated to identify the subset with the largest mass after the
compare mass loop exits. A maximum connectivity distance d 5 6
Å is practical for Ca comparisons.

Fig. 3. Effect of tolerance e on the size of the first found
domain. The data points have been obtained by means of ‘‘fast’’
mode partitioning of lactoferrin (691 residues) compared with
atomic coordinates blurred by Gaussian noise of standard devia-
tion s. The solid curves correspond to Equation 7.
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distance d on the bisecting plane (Fig. 5), in which

d 5
v/2

tan (a8/2)
. (14)

A rotation with angle a8 about the axis then trans-
forms the center of mass (COM) of the reference

domain in position 1 onto the COM of the domain in
position 2. The projection, thus, maintains, relative
to the least-squares fit, the removal of the COM
difference between the sets, but approximates the
rotation.

The quality of the approximation can be assessed
by the magnitude of the projection angle b. The angle

Fig. 4. Relative deviation of actin and lactoferrin domain size data from the large tolerance limit
of D (e, s) (Equation 7). The relative deviation in e-direction of Fig. 3 has been plotted against the
relative tolerance e/s. The solid curve has been fitted to the data (Equation 8).

Fig. 5. Construction of the effective rotation axis. A cube
schematically represents the moving protein domain in positions 1
and 2. The vector vW connects the center of mass of the domain in
the two positions. The rigid body rotation axis rW is projected onto

the bisecting plane of vW. The projected axis rW8 is then shifted a
distance d on the bisecting plane. A rotation about the constructed
effective rotation axis superimposes the center of mass of the
domain with the center of mass in position 2.
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b is also the angle between our effective rotation axis
and the classic screw axis of rigid-body move-
ment.28,31,32 The screw axis is a shifted rotation axis
that does not eliminate the COM translation com-
pletely to retain all the degrees of freedom of a
rigid-body movement. A theorem attributed to
Chasles31 (which directly follows from Euler’s theo-
rem28) states that a unique position for the rotation
axis can be found for which the residual translation
vector is parallel to the rotation axis. Any rigid-body
movement can be so described as a helical twist
about the axis, accompanied by a helical rise along
the axis.32 Ideally, b vanishes for true rotations
about a hinge, and our effective rotation axis be-
comes identical to the screw axis.

Another useful quantity to assess the approxima-
tion of the movement by the effective rotation axis is
the error D in terms of the rms differences of the
domain in the least-squares fit, rmsls, and in the
effective rotation, rmsal, relative to the COM
displacement v

D 5
rmsal 2 rmsls

v
. (15)

PERFORMANCE

In this section, we demonstrate the general perfor-
mance properties of Hingefind. First, we discuss the
uniqueness of the subsets found by adaptive selec-
tion, using crystal structures of the protein lactofer-
rin (691 residues). Subsequently, we discuss the
accuracy of found effective rotations for domain
movements of the protein actin (375 residues).

Convergence of Found Domains

To investigate how the found rigid domains de-
pend on the seed set radius r and the seed atom
index l (Equation 3), we have compared two crystal
structures of the protein lactoferrin33,34 at 1.2 Å

tolerance (cf. Results section), using fast and slow
(spatial connectivity) mode partitioning. On a Hew-
lett-Packard 735/125 workstation, a single compari-
son of the two lactoferrin structures required about
20 seconds in ‘‘fast’’ mode and about 60 seconds in
‘‘slow’’ mode.

We have determined the largest rigid domain for
seed subsets of radii r 5 10, 15, 20, and 25 Å, each
starting from one of the 691 Ca atoms of the protein
(l 5 1, . . . , 691). Table I shows the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the size of the found domain
averaged over l. Seed index–dependent fluctuations
are relatively small (three to five residues) compared
with the total domain size (about 325 residues). The
table also shows the number of residues that we
found in 100% (common residues), 50–100% (likely
members), and 1–49% of the test cases with different
l. Of special interest is the number of residues
common to all l-dependent instances of the domain
(100% column). Table I demonstrates that this num-
ber is generally very close to the domain size, with
the exception of the small seed set radius (r 5 10 Å),
when there is an uncertainty of membership of about
10% of the residues in slow mode partitioning. Also,
for this small seed set radius the domain did not
converge for every l to a well-defined subset of .200
atoms.

The uniqueness of the found domain is most
pronounced for r 5 15 Å: For this radius, 98% and
97% of the domain residues have been found to be
independent of l, for fast and slow mode partition-
ing, respectively. In practical applications of the
method, the index l can, therefore, be randomly
chosen.

Accuracy of the Effective Rotation

To investigate the accuracy of the found effective
rotation, we have compared structures of actin from

Table I. Uniqueness of the Largest Found Domain in a Comparison of Two Crystal
Structures of the Protein Lactoferrin33,34 (691 Residues) at 1.2 Å Tolerance, Using
Fast Mode and Slow Mode Partitioning at Various Seed Set Radii r (Equation 3)

Seed set
radius r Mode Test cases

Domain size Membership of residues
Mean SD 100% 50–99% 1–49%

10Å Fast 688 325 3 318 9 4
10Å Slow 687 325 5 298 29 4
15Å Fast 691 325 3 318 9 4
15Å Slow 691 325 5 315 13 3
20Å Fast 691 323 4 311 14 6
20Å Slow 691 325 4 315 13 3
25Å Fast 691 328 4 310 21 2
25Å Slow 691 325 4 315 13 3

*The domain size (number of residues) is averaged over the test cases of different initial seed indices l
(Equation 3). The mean and the standard deviation (SD) of the domain size are given. Only test cases
in which the domain converged to a subset of .200 atoms have been considered, resulting in ,691 cases for
r 5 10 Å. The uniqueness of the found domain can be assessed by the membership distribution of all residues.
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MD simulation35 and from the PDB entry 1ATN36

and incremented the tolerance e from 20% to 150% of
the initial rms difference (2.8 Å). Only domains
comprising .15 residues have been considered for
an evaluation of the effective rotation axis. The
relative rigid-body movements have then been deter-
mined by superimposing the largest domain of the
protein structures, yielding 605 relative movements
sampled in ‘‘fast’’ partitioning and 476 movements
sampled in ‘‘slow’’ partitioning (Fig. 6A,B): Spatial
connectivity reduces the number of found domains.
About 80% of the ‘‘slow’’ mode cases and 65% of the
‘‘fast’’ mode cases exhibit relative errors ,12.5%,
indicating a good representation of the correspond-
ing movements as an effective rotation. Most move-
ments with errors .50% have been eliminated when
we used the ‘‘slow’’ mode algorithm (Fig. 6A,B).

Of interest is the dependence of the relative error
(for the ‘‘slow’’ mode cases) on the tolerance e. Figure
7 shows a window of low error D at tolerances
between 60% and 80% of the initial rms difference of
the two structures. It is obvious that the tolerance
should be smaller than the initial rms difference if
locally preserved domains are to be detected. If the
tolerance chosen is too high, the largest found do-

main will make up most of the protein, leaving only
small structural fragments for the other domains
that are possibly disoriented. However, if the toler-
ance is below the local noise level in the structure
comparison, any found domain will be small (Fig. 3)
and disoriented due to local structural inhomogene-
ities. In both cases, the movements are then more
likely to be poorly described as effective rotations.
Thus, outside the window (Fig. 7), errors can become
large and the algorithm yields poor approximations
of the Kabsch least-squares fit.

Figure 8 demonstrates the correlation of the error
D with the projection angle b. More than half of the
test cases in the survey show a projection angle
,20°. For these cases of good hinge approximation,
the relative error remains confined to values ,17%.

RESULTS

In this section, we visualize domain movements
for four sample proteins that exhibit significant
conformational differences: The proteins lactoferrin
and hexokinase allow us to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of Hingefind in comparisons of classic struc-
tures from X-ray crystallography. The versatility of
the program is further exemplified by an investiga-
tion of domain movements arising in MD simula-
tions of the protein actin and by a comparison of two
homologous cytokine receptors, the extracellular do-
mains of human tissue factor and of the receptor of
human growth factor.

We apply the ‘‘fast’’ mode partitioning method and
Equation 8 to estimate the noise level in the compari-
sons of structures. The tolerance of the partitioning
is optimally chosen to filter significant conforma-
tional differences (the domain movements) from the
noise. The structures are then compared by ‘‘slow’’
mode partitioning at optimum tolerance. The results
of the comparisons of protein structures with
Hingefind are visualized by the molecular graphics
program VMD.47

Lactoferrin

Crystal structures have been determined for an
iron-bound and an iron-free form of the iron-
transporting protein (691 residues). Each N- and
C-terminal lobe contains two domains, denoted N1,
N2 and C1, C2. In the iron-bound form33 (PDB entry
1LFG), N1 and N2 are moved together with an iron
bound between them. The same is true for C1 and
C2. In the iron-free form34 (PDB entry 1LFH), N1
and N2 are separated, exposing a deep cleft between
them. The similarity of the domain structure in the
two conformations renders lactoferrin an ideal candi-
date for testing Hingefind.

Hexokinase

The monomer of yeast hexokinase comprises 458
residues. The structure contains two lobes: the large

Fig. 6. Logarithmic distribution of relative errors D (Equation
15). The bar corresponding to ln2 (D) 5 2n represents the number
of cases in the interval [22n21, 22n]. A: ‘‘Fast’’ mode partitioning
(605 test cases). B: ‘‘Slow’’ mode partitioning (spatial connectivity
maintained, 476 test cases).
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lobe (residues 1–58, 187–458) and the small lobe
(residues 59–186). The active site is in a cleft be-
tween them. The liganded37,38 (PDB entry 1HKG)
and unliganded39 (PDB entry 2YHX) forms of the
enzyme differ in the relative spatial disposition of
the domains. On binding glucose, they move toward
each other, burying the glucose almost completely.
We will show that the cleft closure in hexokinase is
accompanied by tertiary structure rearrangements

similar to the movements in computer simulations of
actin.

Actin

The G-actin monomer consists of 375 amino acid
residues, forming four subdomains that are oriented
around the active site and give the protein a clover-
leaf appearance. An ATP or ADP nucleotide is bound
in the center of the protein, and subdomains 2 and 4

Fig. 7. Dependence of the relative error D on the tolerance e (476 actin ‘‘slow’’-mode test cases).
The window of low D values (gray double arrow) corresponds to the optimum range of tolerance for
the investigated system.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the relative error D on the projection angle b (476 actin ‘‘slow’’-mode test
cases); in more than half of the test cases, the projection angle is ,20°.
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are separated by the nucleotide binding cleft. Crystal
structures of actin36,40,41 are very similar,† which
motivated us to simulate actin.35 We compare the
structure from MD simulation to the crystal struc-
ture of the complex with DNase 136 (PDB entry
1ATN).

Human Tissue Factor/Human Growth
Hormone Receptor

The extracellular domains of human tissue fac-
tor43,44 (PDB entry 1HFT) and of the receptor of
human growth hormone45 (PDB entry 3HHR) belong
to a superfamily of cytokine receptors.46 The struc-
tural geometry of the biopolymers consists of two
immunoglobulin-like domains connected by a hinge
region. Each domain is formed by two antiparallel
b-sheets. For the structural comparison, we have
identified 168 pairs of corresponding residues (out of
approximately 230 residues each) based on sequence

alignment.46 This test case provides an example for
the importance of sequence alignment for visualiza-
tion of structural differences in a comparison of
homologous proteins with Hingefind.

Domain Movements vs. Intrinsic Noise

Equation 8 provides an expression for the toler-
ance dependence of the domain size D (e, s) for atomic
coordinates perturbed by Gaussian noise. In a com-
parison of two authentic protein structures, the
asymptotic scaling of the domain size at small e can
be used to fit D(e, s) by adjusting the parameter s

(Fig. 9).
From Figure 9A,B, we have determined the rms

value of local noise, Î3s (Equation 6), in the two
cases in which isoforms of crystal structures have
been compared. The rms level of local noise is 0.47 Å
and 0.95 Å for lactoferrin and hexokinase, respec-
tively. Both values lie within 10% of values reported
elsewhere30,34,38 for rms differences of the well-fitting
domains. For the comparison of the two actin struc-
tures, we obtain a noise value of 0.95 Å (Fig. 9C). The
noise may reflect contributions from thermal disor-
der in the simulated structure35 and from static
disorder of the actin crystal structure at 2.5 Å
resolution.36 For the two cytokine receptors, we
obtain a rms noise value of 1.3 Å (Fig. 9D). This
relatively high noise level reflects uncertainties of

†Note added in proof. Shortly after submission of this
manuscript a new crystal structure of actin in an ‘‘open’’ form
was reported.42 The movements exhibited by this structure
relative to the earlier structures.36,40,41 involve rotations of
subdomain 4 away from the cleft, opposite to the movements
shown in this paper and in ref. 35. An only slight difference in
energy between the open and closed states reveals an extreme
sensitivity of actin’s conformation to changes in the environ-
ment.42 Our structure from MD simulation can therefore be
interpreted as one instance in an ensemble of thermally
accessible conformations.

Fig. 9. Effect of changing tolerance e on the domain size. A: Lactoferrin. B: Hexokinase. C:
Actin. D: Tissue factor/growth hormone receptor. The function D (e, s) given by Equation 8 has been
fitted to the data at small tolerance. The resulting values of s are given.
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sequence alignment46 and structural differences be-
tween tissue factor and growth hormone receptor.

Domain Movements in Trial Proteins

The domain sizes of the compared proteins deviate
from D(e, s) for tolerances above the local noise level
due to large-scale movements in the protein struc-
tures (Fig. 9). For the visualization of the domain
movements, we have chosen a tolerance at which the
difference between domain size and D(e, s) in Figure
9 is largest: These tolerances are 1.2 Å, 1.8 Å, 1.8 Å,
and 3.5 Å for lactoferrin, hexokinase, actin, and the
cytokine receptors, respectively.

The results of Hingefind structural comparisons
are depicted for the four cases in Figures 10 to 13.
Effective rotation axes and perpendicular COM-
connecting lines are shown as tubes in the color of
the corresponding domain. The arrow indicates a
left-handed rotation that shifts the COM of the
domain depicted in white onto the COM of the
domain in a colored tube representation. In all cases,
we chose the largest found rigid domain as reference
domain by which the structures were superimposed.

Lactoferrin

The domains in lactoferrin move essentially as
rigid bodies. The three rigid domains found show
little disorder and are practically identical to the
structural domains of lactoferrin (Fig. 10). The lobes
exhibit rms differences between 0.42 and 0.65 Å
when superimposed.34 These values are in agree-
ment with the noise level of 0.47 Å. The axis of
rotation of lobe N1 passes through the two b-strands
linking lobes N1 and N2. The C-lobe is structurally
intact even in the iron-free form. The differences in
domain movements in the C- and N-lobe have been
interpreted as effects of crystal packing forces.34 The
reported value of the rotation angle (53° for the
movement of N1 relative to N234) is consistent with
our data (8° and 54° of N1 and N2, respectively,
relative to the C-lobe).

Hexokinase

The large lobe of hexokinase appears to be structur-
ally well preserved (Fig. 11). A second rigid region
comprises part of the small lobe. The movement
exhibited by this domain appears to be rather un-
usual: The second domain is irregularly shaped and
forms no clearly defined interface to the large lobe.
The underlying conformational change induced by
glucose binding has been the subject of several
studies,37,38,48–50 which suggests that the domain
closure in hexokinase is a cumulative result of many
small relative movements of secondary structure
elements, rather than of a single rigid-body motion of
the small lobe. The effective rotation axis coarsely
represents the complex conformational change in the
small lobe. The angle of the effective rotation (13°,
Fig. 11) agrees well with a rotation angle of 12°
reported elsewhere.38,49

Actin

The largest rigid domain comprises most residues
of actin’s subdomains 1 and 3 (Fig. 12). Subdomain 2
relaxes in the simulated structure by rotating about
a hinge at the interface to subdomain 1. The relax-
ation is due to the missing DNase1 of the complex in
the crystal structure.35 Several rather small do-
mains and the relatively large number of disordered
residues on the surface of the protein (120 of 375
residues) indicate that the simulated structure exhib-
its tertiary structure rearrangements that are the
result of thermal fluctuations.35 The most prominent
conformational change is a movement of rigid re-
gions in actin’s structural subdomain 4, which closes
the nucleotide binding cleft of the protein (Fig. 12) as
discussed in ref. 35.

Human Tissue Factor/Human Growth
Hormone Receptor

The case of the two different cytokine receptors
demonstrates the challenges of comparing two ho-
mologous proteins of deviating sequence. Even at a
low partitioning tolerance of 3.5 Å, about one-third of
the residues appear to be disordered (Fig. 13). This
result may be due to a mismatch in residue pairing
from sequence alignment,46 as well as due to geomet-
ric differences in the tertiary structure of the do-
mains.43–45

The different orientation of the domains of the two
receptors has been attributed to the structure of the
interface between the domains: The hydrophobic
core in tissue factor is continuous throughout the
interface, in contrast to the growth hormone recep-
tor. As a consequence, the ability of certain residues
near the interface to contribute to ligand binding
differ significantly between the two receptors.43 The
hinge-bending angle of 46° agrees well with the
reported value of 45°.43

CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm Hingefind can be used to partition a
protein into domains of preserved geometry and to
determine effective rotation axes of the movement.
Hingefind allows one to investigate domain move-
ments in proteins as demonstrated for the structures
of lactoferrin, hexokinase, actin, and two cytokine
receptors (human tissue factor and human growth
hormone receptor). The algorithm should become a
useful tool for the characterization of domain move-
ments in other crystallographic structures and for
the analysis of structures from molecular dynamics
simulations.

Methods that extract rigid domains in a compari-
son of two protein structures have been developed
before. The simple sieving routine by Lesk1 is limited
to situations in which only a single well-preserved
domain exists. Nichols et al.22 have introduced a
distance matrix-based algorithm that would also
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12

Fig. 13.
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work in situations with several differently oriented
rigid domains. Distance matrix methods, however,
suffer from high storage and processing demands.
The Nichols routine hinges on the rather unpermis-
sive requirement that all interatomic distances in a
comparison of two domain conformations must sat-
isfy an e-criterion. An exhaustive search to satisfy
this requirement becomes unfeasible for structures
comprising .50 a-carbons.22 Nichols et al. perform,
therefore, a nonexhaustive search, which does not
result in unique domains but in families of intersect-
ing domains.22

The adaptive selection method presented in this
work similarly exhibits, for very few residues, an
uncertainty of their membership to a rigid domain,
but we have demonstrated that a found domain can
be considered unique in practical applications. The
sole requirement of the algorithm is that the dis-
tances between corresponding atoms in the superim-
posed domains must satisfy the e-criterion. The
method therefore has low storage and processing
demands. There is no limit for the system size other
than given by the configuration of the program used
in the analysis. The algorithm converges rapidly
within five to ten cycles of the convergence loop (Fig.
1). Despite the differences in the method, the ob-
served domain size scaling of the trial structures
with changing tolerance (Fig. 9) agrees qualitatively
with the domain sizes obtained for hemoglobin by
Nichols et al. (Fig. 6 in ref. 22).

We have been able to reproduce and visualize
aspects of domain movements exhibited by the trial
proteins as discussed in the literature.33,34,38,43,45,48

Not every conceivable conformational change in a
protein constitutes an effective rotation of rigid
domains. As seen in the case of hexokinase and actin,
tertiary structure rearrangements may accompany

the movement of domains. Gerstein et al. have
observed that in the case of shear motions, as
exhibited by hexokinase, main chain atoms are often
constrained by close packing, and small torsion
angle changes are spread over many angles.2,30 Even
in this case, the effective rotation axis determined by
Hingefind permits a coarse representation of the
conformational change (Fig. 11). The comparison of
human tissue factor and human growth hormone
receptor has demonstrated that homologous proteins
can be compared in regard to domain movements if
their sequences are reasonably well aligned.

Methods for automated biomolecular docking of
proteins in rational drug design and discovery re-
quire a priori knowledge of suitable hinges for ligand
binding and protein assembly.3,4 One possible appli-
cation of Hingefind is the prediction of feasible
binding modes for induced fit-docking of proteins. At
present, the method requires two sets of atomic
coordinates to find the hinges. As the case of actin
shows, structures from MD simulations can some-
times substitute to identify rigid domains and their
flexible joints if only a single structure is known.
However, MD simulations rarely involve sufficient
sampling to reproduce the types of rigid-body mo-
tions found in proteins.51 It therefore remains a
challenge for computational biologists to predict
rigid-body movements based on a single structure.
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Fig. 10. Domain movements of lactoferrin. Shown are the
backbone traces of iron-bound33 (color) and iron-free lactoferrin34

(white). Iron ions are shown in orange. Effective rotation axes and
perpendicular centroid-connecting lines are rendered as tubes in
the color of the corresponding domain. The arrows indicate a
left-hand rotation, which shifts the center of mass of the domain in
the iron-free structure onto the center of mass in the iron-bound
structure. Three domains .15 residues have been found at 1.2 Å
tolerance: domain 1 (red, 325 residues) is the reference domain
that has been superimposed with the iron-free structure; domain 2
(green, 171 residues) rotates by 8° (relative error D 5 13%);
domain 3 (yellow, 155 residues) rotates by 54° (relative error
D 5 4%). Disordered regions (26 residues) are shown in blue.

Fig. 11. Domain movements of hexokinase. Rendered are the
backbone traces of liganded37,38 (color) and unliganded hexoki-
nase39 (white). Glucose is not shown. Effective rotation axes and
perpendicular centroid-connecting lines are depicted as tubes in
the color of the corresponding domain. The arrow indicates a
left-hand rotation, which shifts the center of mass of the domain in
the unliganded structure onto the center of mass in the liganded
structure. Two domains .15 residues have been found at 1.8 Å
tolerance: domain 1 (red, 317 residues) is the reference domain
that has been superimposed with the unliganded structure; do-
main 2 (green, 98 residues) rotates by 13° (relative error D 5 3%).
Disordered regions (42 residues) are shown in blue.

Fig. 12. Domain movements of actin. The backbone traces of
the simulated structure35 (color) and crystal structure36 (white) are
shown.ADP nucleotide atoms are rendered as transparent spheres.
Effective rotation axes and perpendicular centroid-connecting
lines are shown as tubes in the color of the corresponding domain.
The arrows indicate a left-hand rotation, which shifts the center of
mass of the domain in the crystal structure onto the center of mass
in the simulated structure. Five domains .15 residues have been
found at 1.8 Å tolerance: domain 1 (red, 166 residues) is the
reference domain that has been superimposed with the crystal
structure; domain 2 (green, 26 residues) rotates by 14° (relative
error D 5 5%); domain 3 (yellow, 24 residues) rotates by 21°
(relative error D 5 13%); domain 4 (purple, 22 residues, hinge axis
not shown); domain 5 (orange, 17 residues) rotates by 5° (relative
error D 5 6%). Disordered regions are shown in blue.

Fig. 13. Comparison of domain orientations of human growth
hormone receptor (HGHR) and human tissue factor (HTF). The
backbone traces of HGHR45 (color) and HTF43,44 (white) are
shown. The arrow indicates a left-hand rotation, which shifts the
center of mass of the domain in HTF onto the center of mass in the
HGHR structure. Two domains .15 residues have been found at
3.5 Å tolerance: domain 1 (red, 54 residues) is the reference
domain that has been superimposed with HTF; domain 2 (green,
53 residues) rotates by 46° (relative error D 5 4%). Disordered
regions (61 residues) are shown in blue. Regions where sequence
alignment could not identify pairs of corresponding residues are
rendered gray.
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